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Message from the
sparkChief team
sparkChief & Co. is a consulting firm that helps

Our aim is to help you transform your employees and

organisations engage, develop and retain only the right

business. We free up human potential by focusing on the

people to grow their business. We do this by helping

most important resource - "the human creativity" - for the

clients develop competitive talent management

21st century and beyond.

strategies, workforce planning and analytics capabilities,
leadership and career development programs, change

We believe that you should have your workforce growth

management and rewards solutions.

ready and future proof by utilising untapped human
potential to drive and enable outperformance.

Our mission is to empower business leaders to be
innovative and think creatively so they can support

Our vision is simply to become one of the leading

employees’ efforts to perform at optimal capacity — while

contributors of organisational insights.

simultaneously maximising value for all stakeholders.
sparkChief was founded in 2017 on the principle that
every individual has the right to discover, develop and
grow his or her talent portfolio, and that the outcome of
this process should lead to better communities,
organisations and societies at large.
The world is changing rapidly. Creativity has become an
enabler and a driving force behind every transformation.
Individual awareness and discovery is redefining the
competitive landscape. Technology and new business

SPARKCHIEF TEAM

models are revolutionising the way we engage with each
other.
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Company
Information
Company Name

sparkChief & Co.

Headquarters

Geneva, Switzerland

Year Founded

2017

Mission
Vision
Description

Empower business leaders through the power of learning and creative thinking.
To become one of the leading contributors of organisational insights.
sparkChief & Co. is a consulting firm that helps organisations
engage, develop and retain only the right people to grow their
business. We do this by helping clients develop competitive
talent management strategies, workforce planning and
analytics capabilities, leadership and career development
programs, change management and rewards solutions.
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Our
Consultants
We have worked with leading companies across a

We have technical expertise in all key practice areas

wide range of HR specialisations covering all job

including workforce management, employee

levels, most notably within logistics, chemicals,

engagement, big data analytics, technology, global

telecommunications, fast-moving consumer goods,

business development and operations gained from

healthcare and financial services sectors.

more than 25 years of global experience in many
industries.

Our consultants have extensive experience in
Europe, Asia, Middle East and the United States,

Our global network of consultants includes partners

coupled with global perspectives and research into

and associates who flexibly adapt to each market and

human capital management across a broad range of

our customers' requirements.

disciplines.
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Strategic Workforce
Planning
ASSESS YOUR REAL
WORKFORCE NEEDS

The percentage of alignment between your

Our data-driven approach facilitates the

strategy and your people defines performance

assessment of critical drivers to attain your

levels. We help clients significantly improve their

growth objectives while supporting your overall

performance by closely aligning their business

workforce strategies.

and people strategy.
We help clients assess current and future
workforce gaps and risks, and formulate talent
strategies that allow their organisations to
prepare for the right future.
We determine workforce requirements for key
job families and use advanced analytics to assess
potential talent management issues.
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Career Frameworks

IMPROVE YOUR ORGANISATIONAL
PERFORMANCE WITH THE MOST
AGILE INSIGHTS

Through a strategic career development program

your organisaton's capacity to provide clear

design and framework you can truly enhance

opportunities to employees. Combined with an

workforce strategy, empower talent, increase

effective communication and change

engagement, and enable workforce planning to

management strategy a successful career

boost your performance.

development program ensures sustainable
business performance.

Once you align your business and people
strategies, you can establish a strong foundation

With our unique approach and consulting

for a successful career development program

expertise, we unlock talent and help you

that brings clarity to what technical skills and

establish a future-proof program framework that

behavioural comptencies employees need to

seamlessly integrate your business and

develop, which specific knowledge and

organization strategies to attract and retain only

experiences to acquire, and potentially how they

the right people to grow your business.

can advance thier careers.
A robust career development program is not just
a design on paper. It should also inform
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Employee Engagement

DEVELOPING EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES
THAT LAST

We help clients significantly improve employee

Our model for employee engagement includes a

engagement by aligning their business and people

comprehensive understanding of your

strategies. Engagement is not only about

organisational dynamics that covers all aspects of

employees, but also about employers' willingness to

the employee experience and leadership insights.

engage with employees.
By pairing a deeper understanding of employees'
authentic aspirations and needs with your business
strategy, you will have a greater chance of achieving
higher engagement.
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Career Strategy
Assessment
SPARKCHIEF CAREER STRATEGY
ASSESSMENT SERVICE
The sparkChief career strategy assessment is

This knowledge and awareness help to encourage

designed to help employees validate their career

employees to reengage with their jobs and careers,

development strategy, consider new strategies to

as well as with their personal lives, and create more-

accelerate their career development, and advance as

rounded and fulfilled individuals. Through employee

a person.

feedback and coaching interviews, employers gain a
more engaged workforce who are more inclined to

It consists of a diagnosis that summarises their

positively contribute toward organisational goals.

personal assessments, based on the sparkChief
model assessment that they complete. The

With an employee base that understands and

assessment provides employees with insights into

supports the company’s goals – and is willing to

those areas that have the potential to undermine

work toward achieving those goals – the

their progress as a person. At the same time, the

organisation is poised on the path toward financial

assessment results offer perspectives on how they

growth and market share.

can develop their careers more effectively and avoid
potentially costly decisions and mistakes.
sparkChief’s diagnostic tool also initiates a
discussion for the employee – whether internally or
in conjunction with a consultant – to determine at
which stage the employee is poised in terms of
personal and/or career growth.
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Contact Us
To learn more about how we can help, please contact

sparkChief & Co.
25 Route de Lullier
1254 Jussy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 22 346 24 05
inquire@sparkchief.com
www.sparkchief.com
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